DREAM
ESCAPES

Toliva have more than
25 years’ experience in
Home Cinema and
Audio Video Systems

Why use Toliva?
Technology is rapidly changing, and before you do anything you need to consider the integration of how
your home, business or marine systems communicate.
With more than 25 years’ experience we iron out the headache of today’s sophisticated technologies
and deliver you the best and most reliable systems available on the market to suit your budget and
requirements.

•
•

Quality cinema from 5:1 surround sound to 32
Channels of Dolby Atmos along with a curved
anamorphic experience.
Multi-room Music and video distributed to
multiple rooms retaining quality of sound and
picture.

•

Simple and reliable control using a remote or
touch screen tablet.

•

Bespoke automation from a plasma lift, or a
moving wall. We can design a custom unit to
hide away your TV when it is not in use.

•

•
•

Automated blinds and curtains.

•

Reliable and robust IT networks. Everything
electronic these days sits on a network. The
network back bone needs to be ultra reliable.
Our engineers specifically design the network
around your requirements.

•
•

Telephony.

•

Installation - electrical, electronic and building
services can co-ordinated for a harmonious
installation.

•

After Sales. First class after sales and warranty.

HVAC - the ability to control temperature
from your tablet, with accurate monitoring of
temperature from wall and floor sensors.

CCTV.

Mood lighting.

Our Services
We tailor solutions to your requirements and budget.

•

AV Design, plan schematic drawings to pin
configured technical drawings.

•
•

Cable schedules and layouts.
Project Management - paramount to a fluid
installation.

To make your dream a reality

Testimonials
“Having worked with the team at Toliva on one
of the best private cinemas in the country, I
can confidently recommend them to bring the
JBL Synthesis cinema experience to the home.
Enthusiastic, professional and technically skilled
with an eye for detail, we couldn’t ask for a more
capable partner.”
Steve Rutherford : Harmon Luxury Audio EMEA, Chief
Engineer in Charge of Europe and UAE
- was employed to calibrate the cinemas sound system.

“Having worked very closely over the Surrey
residence and several other projects with Darryn
Jacobs. We can say that they [Toliva] offer a
professional service above and beyond the norm
... a high level of both design flare and acoustic
knowledge into the room infrastructure and
Darryn’s knowledge of the technical installation is
first rate. This can be witnessed in his very handson approach to both the sales and hands-on tool
aspects of the work he carries out.”
Mark Alcock : Technical Sales Manager, Karma AV

“Having worked with the team who put this
project together. I was delighted to see the
end result at the Surrey residence high end JBL
Synthesis Cinema. The team put together a
visually striking, beautifully finished and superb
sounding system, to the very highest standard.
Their work was truly premium, with great
attention to detail - Karma AV can most definitely
recommend Toliva to bring an outstanding JBL
Synthesis cinema experience to the home. They
are a superb partner, who work to an extremely
high standard with great back up”.
Ian Severs : General Manager, Karma AV

“We have the home cinema we always dreamed
of. Darryn and the team designed the room
giving us great advice on the best equipment to
meet our needs that. The planning and execution
were exemplary. They do it all with the utmost
professionalism, and attention to detail. We
cannot recommend them highly enough.”
Private Client

“The most stunning room in my house, the
cinema is by far my favourite and experiencing
this degree of AV quality is truly amazing.”
Private Client

“Darryn and his team have been exemplary
in every way. The Screening Room he designed
and installed for us could not have been more
perfectly suited to our requirements, and has been
a source of tremendous pleasure to many people,
as well as a vital work tool. We could not be
more grateful for all he has done. Toliva’s service
is little short of extraordinary and no request is
too small to merit immediate attention.”

“We have worked with Toliva on a number of
our developments and have always found the
solutions recommended meet our requirements
for audio systems within our high-end, luxury
homes.
Darryn is very conscientious, offering great
problem solving advice with advance knowledge
of the latest technology. We look forward to
continuing work with Darryn on future projects.”
Helen Tawse : Senior Interior Architectural Designer,
Jigsaw Interior Designs,

Lord and Lady Fellowes (Julian)
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